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Semiempirical $R$-matrix theory of low energy electron–CF$_3$Cl inelastic scattering

R. S. Wilde, G. A. Gallup, and I. I. Fabrikant
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0111


Abstract. We apply a semiempirical $R$-matrix theory to calculations of vibrational excitation and dissociative attachment in the CF$_3$Cl molecule for electron energies below about 3 eV. We employ two sets of model parameters corresponding to two different forms of the CF$_3$Cl potential curve. We find that our present, $ab$ initio calculated anion curve gives vibrational excitation and dissociative attachment cross sections in good agreement with experimental measurements. We also compare the results of our theory with those of a recently published classical theory.

1. Introduction

Recent years have seen a number of papers reporting work on the scattering of low energy electrons from the CF$_3$Cl molecule. Both experimental [1–8] and theoretical [9, 10] studies are represented. This focus arises from the importance of dissociative attachment (DA) in CF$_3$Cl to the practical applications [11] of plasma etching, gas discharge plasmas, negative ion sources, and other similar processes. In particular, the introduction of small amounts of halofluorocarbons such as CF$_3$Cl can influence the efficiency of the CF$_4$ etching plasma through the production of Cl$^-$ ions [4].

At low electron energies the main processes other than elastic scattering from CF$_3$Cl are DA and vibrational excitation (VE). The previous theoretical studies have been restricted to classical treatments of DA. In this paper we present a quantum mechanical treatment of DA and VE. These processes mainly involve the C–Cl bond in the molecule, and we follow closely our previous treatments of DA and VE in the similar molecules CH$_3$Cl [12–14] and C$_2$H$_5$Cl [15], extending our model to include CF$_3$Cl. We compare our results with experimental measurements and with the classical theory of Lehr et al. [9, 10].

DA cross sections are quite often very sensitive to the experimental environment. In particular, the gas phase cross sections for CF$_3$Cl are very sensitive to temperature [1]. Also, experiments and calculations have shown a large increase in the DA cross sections when a DA species is placed on a surface or in a bulk medium [16–20]. Our present gas phase calculation can provide a basis for extending our model to study such phenomena for CF$_3$Cl.

For incident electron energies below about 3 eV the inelastic scattering in CF$_3$Cl is dominated by a resonance due to the $\sigma^*$ LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of CF$_3$Cl. The temporary negative ion associated with this state excites mainly the $\nu_3$ C–Cl stretching mode of CF$_3$Cl and produces Cl$^-$ ions as the main dissociation product for these low electron energies [1]. A broad feature centered at 2 eV due to this resonance is observed in the total scattering cross section [5] and in the VE cross section from the ground state [2]. Due to the short lifetime of the temporary anion,
only that part of the nuclear wavepacket that is near the right edge of the Franck–Condon region will survive to reach the crossing point of the neutral and anion curves and will contribute significantly to DA. This causes the peak in the DA cross section to shift downward from the peak in the VE to about 1.4 eV. Interesting temperature effects have also recently been observed by Hahndorf et al. [1] in the DA cross section of CF₃Cl. They find that as the temperature rises the peak in the cross section shifts from about 1.4 eV to 1.1 eV, approximately doubles in magnitude, and broadens slightly. A dramatic rise in the DA cross section is also observed at the 0 eV threshold as the temperature rises from 300 to 800 K. These effects can be explained by the higher contribution to the DA cross section of higher vibrational states at higher temperatures.

Similar temperature effects are observed in CH₃Cl [14, 15]. This is expected since the LUMO of CH₃Cl is also σ*, and at low energies the C–Cl bond is mainly affected. We have previously calculated VE and DA cross sections for CH₃Cl using the present R-matrix model [12, 13], and here we extend the procedure to consider VE and DA in CF₃Cl.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe our theoretical model and the method for obtaining the empirical parameters of the model. In sections 3 and 4 we present our results for VE and DA and compare them both with existing experimental and theoretical results. Section 5 is a brief conclusion.

2. Theoretical model

We use the semiempirical, R-matrix model, described in more detail in [12, 13], to calculate the VE and DA cross sections for CF₃Cl. In this model the single pole approximation [21] is used to describe the R-matrix in the fixed-nuclei approximation.

\[ R(\rho) = \frac{\gamma^2(\rho)}{W(\rho) - E_e} + R_b, \]  

where \( W(\rho) \) is the R-matrix eigenvalue, \( E_e \) the electron energy, \( \rho \) the internuclear distance and \( R_b \) a background term which is assumed to be independent of \( E_e \) and \( \rho \). \( W(\rho) \) is defined as

\[ W(\rho) = U(\rho) - V(\rho), \]  

where \( U(\rho) \) is the potential energy of the negative ion and \( V(\rho) \) that of the neutral molecule. We represent these potentials by the Morse functions

\[ U(\rho) = Be^{-2\beta\rho} - Ce^{-\alpha\rho} + D, \]  

\[ V(\rho) = A(e^{-2\alpha\rho} - 1)^2. \]  

The function \( \gamma(\rho) \) in the R-matrix is also parametrized as

\[ \gamma(\rho) = \gamma_0 + \frac{\gamma_1}{e^{\gamma_2\rho} + \eta}. \]  

These parameters are obtained by fitting the calculated VE cross section for the \( v = 0 \rightarrow 1 \) transition to the experimental data of Mann and Linder [2]. We note that the transition dipole moment of CF₃Cl is nearly zero [22] so only the resonant scattering amplitude is important in calculating the differential VE cross sections, see [13]. In order to calculate DA cross sections, the nuclear dynamics must be incorporated. We do this by replacing the denominator in equation (1) by the operator \( \hat{H}_I - E \), [23] where \( E \) is the total energy and \( \hat{H}_I \) is the negative ion Hamiltonian, which includes the kinetic energy operator. The basic matching equation of the R-matrix theory becomes an integral equation, and this is solved using the quasiclassical method [24, 25]. The coefficients of the inte-
The two models of Table 1 correspond to the use, in our calculations, of two different parameter sets for the negative ion potential curve, \( U(\rho) \). In model 1 we have used the potential function published in [1] and in model 2 we have fitted the Morse parameters to an \textit{ab initio} calculation of the potential curves. The potential curves are shown in Figure 1.

The \textit{ab initio} calculation for CF\(_3\)Cl\(^-\) was carried out using the GAMESS [26] program with a 6-31G(d) basis in which the S–P subshells used different Gaussian scale factors. The latter is a standard option of GAMESS. The geometry was optimized using the ROHF (restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock) energy, constraining the ion to have \( C_{3v} \) symmetry and a fixed C–Cl distance. As noted by Asubiojo \textit{et al.} [27], CF\(_3\)Cl\(^-\) forms a sufficiently stable state to be observed in an ion cyclotron resonance spectrometer. Hahndorf \textit{et al.} [1] use a dissociation energy for this of 0.52 eV, a value reflected in the curve of model 1. The \textit{ab initio} calculation, not surprisingly, gives the smaller value of 0.24 eV. We expect there to be three main contributions to the attraction. The CF\(_3\) radical

---

**Table 1.** Parameters of the R-matrix theory, in au.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \beta )</th>
<th>( B )</th>
<th>( C )</th>
<th>( D )</th>
<th>( \gamma_0 )</th>
<th>( \gamma_1 )</th>
<th>( \xi )</th>
<th>( \eta )</th>
<th>( R_S )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.1879</td>
<td>0.1198</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.0928</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Potential curves of the problem. Curve \( V(\rho) \), potential curve for the neutral molecule; crosses, calculated points on the curve \( U(\rho) \) (see section 2 for description of the curves). Curve \( U(\rho) \), anion potential curve; solid curve, curve fitted to our calculated points; dashed curve, from [1].
possesses a dipole moment of \( \approx 0.7 \) debye in our calculation, and its orientation is such that there is attraction to the Cl\(^-\) ion. The ion charge will induce a further dipole in the radical to give an attractive interaction. Van der Waals attraction will also occur between the two parts of the system. Only the first two of these can be present in our ROHF calculation. Ion-induced dipole interactions are frequently reproduced however, to only 30–60% of true values with AO bases similar to the one we used. An experimental value for the polarizability of the CF\(_3\) radical is apparently unknown. Bertran et al. [28] have also given a calculation of the negative ion curve for CF\(_3\)Cl\(^-\). They too find that the energy at the crossing with the neutral molecule curve occurs at a higher energy than that of model 1. We discuss this more fully below.

At short C–Cl distances our calculation shows a variational collapse, since, of course, inside the crossing point the negative ion state is really a resonance and part of the continuum.

Morse parameters giving an exact fit to the calculated points cannot be determined, since the Morse potential necessarily falls off exponentially with distance while the energies of the calculated points fall off as \( \rho^{-2} \). Nevertheless, the main features are reproduced, particularly in the critical region around the crossing point. The potential function that we used for the neutral molecule is the same for both of our models and was taken from [1].

There are two major differences between the model potential curves. The calculated curve passes through the Franck–Condon region less steeply than the curve of model 1. This, as pointed out in [9], will have the effect of decreasing the DA cross sections, since, classically speaking, the nuclei will spend more time in reaching the crossing point of the neutral and anion curves. Therefore, the system will have a larger probability of autoionizing before stabilizing and dissociating. In addition, the crossing point for the model 2 potential occurs at a higher energy and this will also tend to reduce the DA cross sections. If the crossing occurs at a higher energy the lower vibrational levels will not contribute as much to the DA cross section and the temperature-averaged DA cross sections will consequently be smaller than if the crossing occurs at a lower energy.

### 3. Vibrational excitation

In Figure 2 we show the differential VE cross sections at a scattering angle of 90° for CF\(_3\)Cl. We have fit these cross sections for both models 1 and 2 to the experimental results of Mann and Linder [2] for the excitation of the \( \nu_3 \) stretching mode. A better fit is obtained using model 2, which corresponds to use of the \textit{ab initio} calculation of the anion curve. The rise of the experimental cross section at higher energies is possibly due to a higher-lying resonance state not included in our calculations.

In Figures 3 and 4 we compare our calculations of the angle integrated VE cross sections for CF\(_3\)Cl with the classical theory presented by Lehr \textit{et al.} [10]. Figure 3 shows cross sections for the representative transitions from the initial vibrational state \( \nu_i = 3 \) to \( \nu_f = 4 \) and 5. In the classical cross sections two maxima occur at energies which correspond to the classical turning points. Our calculations show oscillations in the cross sections throughout the range of the classically allowed motion. These differences are due to the different probability distributions of the nuclear motion used in the two models. The classical calculations use a classical distribution so the nuclei should be expected in this model to spend more time near the classical turning points than in the centre of the Franck–Condon region. Our calculations use a quantum mechanical probability distribution, which, of course, depends upon the wavefunction for the nuclear motion. Using the quasiclassical
approximation [24] we can write the expression for the VE cross sections as

$$
\sigma_{i\rightarrow f} = \frac{v_f}{v_i} \frac{1}{8\pi^3} \frac{(I_f)^2(I_i)^2}{Q^2},
$$

where $I_i$ and $I_f$ are generalized Franck–Condon factors between the nuclear wavefunction in the anion state and the initial and final vibrational wavefunctions of the neutral molecule, respectively. $Q$ is the resonance denominator. If the resonance is wide, the energy dependence of the cross section will be dominated by oscillations in the Franck–Condon factors, which reflect the oscillations in the nuclear wavefunctions. For a narrow resonance the resonant denominator will cause the cross sections to have a familiar Breit–Wigner shape. So the major difference between the classical model and our model is the different probability distribution for the nuclear motion. We note also that the calculations of [9, 10] have used the anion potential of Hahndorf et al. [1] only, so the classical theory might give different results if another form of the anion curve were used.

In Figure 4 we compare our calculations of the angle integrated VE cross sections from the ground state summed over the first 12 excited vibrational states with the classical calculations. The classical model gives a peak magnitude which is about half that of the $R$-matrix calculations. This is again due to the different nuclear probability distributions [9, 10]. Mann and Linder [2] have estimated the magnitude of this cross section to be about $5 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$. Since the cross sections for excited states greater than $v_f = 12$ are small and do not appreciably change the summed cross sections of Figure 4, we see that our calculations are only slightly larger than this experimental estimate, whereas the classical calculations are about half the experimentally estimated value. We also note here that the peak in the integrated VE cross sections occurs at energies below 2 eV.
Summarizing this section, we have obtained a better fit to the differential VE cross sections of \[2\] using our model 2, which corresponds to the use of an \textit{ab initio} calculated anion potential curve, than with model 1 which uses the previously published curve of \[1\]. We have found a large difference in magnitudes of the classical and present, quasiclassical, cross sections. This is due to the different nuclear probability distributions of the two theories.

4. Dissociative attachment

In Figure 5 our present calculations of the temperature-averaged DA cross sections at a vibrational temperature of 300 K are shown using both models 1 and 2. In the figure we compare our calculations with the swarm measurements of Spyrou and Christophorou \[3\] and with the beam measurements of Underwood-Lemons \textit{et al.} \[4\].

First, we notice the large difference in the magnitudes of the calculations of the two models. The peak magnitude corresponding to model 1 is about $0.21 \times 10^{-16} \text{ cm}^2$ whereas for model 2 it is about $0.03 \times 10^{-16} \text{ cm}^2$. Also, the position of the peak corresponding to model 1 is at an electron energy of about 1.25 or 1.3 eV and for model 2 it is at about 1.4 or 1.5 eV. Both of these differences can be attributed to the higher survival probability of the resonance for model 1 as compared with model 2. These differences demonstrate the large effects that small changes in the anion potential curve can have on the DA cross sections. Therefore, it is very important to have accurate knowledge of the anion curve. We see from Figure 5 the calculations of model 2, which correspond to the use of our \textit{ab initio} anion curve, agree much better with the magnitudes of available experimental measurements than the calculations using model 1.

\textbf{Figure 3.} VE cross sections for the representative transitions $v_i \rightarrow v_f = 3 \rightarrow 4$ and 5. Solid curves, calculations using our model 2; dashed curves, calculations of the classical model, \[10\].
In Figure 6(a) we compare our calculations using model 2 with the recent experimental data of Hahndorf et al. [1] at vibrational temperatures of 300 and 800 K. These measurements are relative, but the magnitude has been adapted from [3, 4] as described in [9]. The most striking feature of the DA cross sections at 800 K is the appearance of a large threshold peak near 0 eV. This sharp peak arises because the higher vibrational states of the neutral molecule are more populated at higher temperatures. Vibrational states with energies equal to or greater than the energy at the crossing point have a threshold energy of 0 eV, and, for these vibrational states, the partial cross sections diverge. This phenomenon has been described in some detail for the CH₃Cl molecule in [12].

In the absence of the dipolar interaction the cross section diverges as \( \frac{1}{k} \), where \( k \) is the electron wavenumber. However, if the dipolar interaction is included without account of rotational motion, as was done in our calculations, the cross section behaves as \( k^{2\lambda-1} \) near 0 eV [29], where \( \lambda \) is the threshold exponent which can be obtained from solving the angular part of the Schrödinger equation in the dipole field. For CF₃Cl, at equilibrium internuclear distance, \( \lambda \approx -0.0262 \). This value will depend slightly upon the vibrational state \( v \). The DA cross sections for CH₃Cl are much smaller than in CF₃Cl due to a larger vertical attachment energy for CH₃Cl, about 3.2 eV. However, the CH₃Cl DA cross sections exhibit a strong temperature dependence similar to that in CF₃Cl.

For electron energies in the range 0–0.8 eV our calculations underestimate the DA cross sections according to the data of Hahndorf et al. We should note that averaging of our results over the experimental energy distribution leads to substantial reduction of the peak. This discrepancy may mean that the crossing point of the neutral and anion curves occurs at an energy that is too high in

Figure 4. Summed VE cross sections for the transitions from \( v = 0 \) to \( v = 1 \) through 12. Solid curves, calculations using models 1 and 2, as indicated; dashed curve, calculations of the classical theory, [10].
the case of model 2. In this case the Boltzmann-averaged cross sections for DA from the vibration-

levels in this region, \( v = 3 \) and higher, might be too small. However, measurements of the abso-
lute DA cross sections in the low energy region would be needed to clarify this.

At higher electron energies we see very good agreement between model 2 and the data of

Hahndorf et al. The peak at 300 K which occurs at 1.4 or 1.5 eV nearly doubles in magnitude and

broadens slightly as the temperature is increased to 800 K. This is again due to the greater popula-
tion of the higher vibrational states at higher temperatures, which has been described in [1, 9].

In Figure 6(b) we show the results of the classical calculations of the DA cross sections at tem-

peratures of 300 K and 800 K of Lehr and Miller [9]. The qualitative features of the classical calcu-
lations are in good agreement with the data of Hahndorf et al. However, the magnitudes are greater
than those of the experimental data by a factor of 8. This discrepancy may be attributed again to
the difference between the classical and quantum probability distributions for the nuclear motion.
However, the anion potential used in the classical calculations is the same as that of model 1 and,
as we have seen in our own calculations, a change in the anion curve might cause a large decrease
in the classical DA cross sections. This possibility was also discussed in [9].

In Figure 7 we illustrate the dependence of the DA cross sections on the individual vibration-
al states, \( v \), of the neutral molecule. Since vibrational states which lie above the crossing point di-
verge at 0 eV, as we have described above, we have calculated the average value of the cross sec-

---

**Figure 5.** Temperature averaged DA cross sections at \( T = 300 \) K. Solid lines, our calculations using models 1 and 2, as indicated. Chain curve and dashed curve, swarm measurements of [3] and beam measurements of [4], respectively.
For the states which lie below the crossing point, we have plotted the peak values of the DA cross sections in Figure 7. We also show the peak values of the classically calculated cross sections of [9]. Since the classical calculations use the same potential curves as our model 1, we see a large increase in the magnitudes of the cross sections for \( v = 5 \) and 6. The calculations of model 2 show the increase occurring at \( v = 9 \) and 10, corresponding to the crossing of the neutral and our \textit{ab initio} anion curves. For vibrational states lying above the crossing point we see a sharp decrease in the magnitude from the maximum value, after which the DA cross sections show relatively little dependence upon \( v \). The classical cross sections show a monotonic decrease in the cross sections for higher \( v \), whereas our calculations show some small variations. This difference, once again, is due to the difference between the classical and quantum methods of describing the nuclear motion. Classically, the velocity of the nuclei rises with \( v \) and consequently the DA cross sections will decrease with the rising velocity, see [9]. In our calculations the probability for capture of the electron depends upon the overlap between the vibrational wavefunction for a particular \( v \) and the continuum wavefunction. This overlap may exhibit slight variations for different \( v \), as we see in Figure 7. Külz \textit{et al.} have observed the large increase in the cross sections as a function of \( v \) for Na\(_2\) [30, 31]. However, they did not observe a large decrease for states lying above the crossing point.
5. Conclusion and summary

We have used the resonant R-matrix theory to calculate electron–molecule cross sections for both VE and DA in CF$_3$Cl. We have used two models based upon Morse parametrizations of two different anion potential curves. Model 1 corresponds to the curve of [1] and previously used in [9, 10] to calculate low energy electron scattering cross sections for CF$_3$Cl using a classical model. We have found that this potential gives DA cross sections which are much larger than experimental measurements. In order to improve our results and to put our theory on a more ab initio footing we have calculated points on the anion potential surface using quantum chemistry codes and fit the Morse function to these points yielding our model 2. Using this calculated curve leads to DA cross sections which agree well with experimental measurements. This results mainly because the anion potential curve in model 2 goes through the Franck–Condon region less steeply and the crossing point of the neutral and anion curves occurs at a higher energy than in model 1.

We have compared our calculations with the classical theory of [9, 10]. We obtain VE cross sections that are larger in magnitude than the classical theory and obtain DA cross sections that are smaller. These differences seem to be caused mainly by the fact that we use a quantum mechanical probability distribution for the nuclear separation whereas the model of [9, 10] uses a completely classical distribution.

The results obtained and described here have some similarities with those for CH$_3$Cl. In both molecules we see a large rise in the cross section at the 0 eV threshold and a broad peak at higher energies due to the temporary anion state which affects the $\nu_3$ C–Cl mode. The magnitude of the cross sections for CH$_3$Cl are much smaller than for CF$_3$Cl due to the different vertical attachment energies.
of the two molecules. However, the peak in the cross section for CH₃Cl rises more dramatically than in CF₃Cl. This makes the DA cross section for CH₃Cl very sensitive to the experimental environment. In particular, as mentioned above, the DA cross sections for CH₃Cl rise dramatically when it is placed on a surface or in bulk Kr [17–19]. A similar, but not as drastic, effect has been observed for CF₃Cl [20]. The semiempirical R-matrix method has been used previously to calculate the DA cross sections for CH₃Cl condensed onto a Kr surface [17, 18] and embedded in bulk Kr [19]. The results obtained in this paper would allow a similar theoretical description for the CF₃Cl molecule.
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